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Critically assessing how knowledge about Buddhism has been produced, 
transmitted, and constrained has become the concern of a growing 
number of Western, especially North American, scholars. Of particul訂
interest has been determining how the institutional structures and racist 
attitudes of Western colonialism, and the traditional paradigms and 
intellectual isolation of Western Buddhist studies have produced 
misperceptions of Buddhism. In a similar way, scholars have also begun 
questioning how Japan’s own colonial past, its racist attitudes and 
theories, and the dominant intellectual paradigms and social structures of 
Japanese Buddhist studies have affected our understanding of Japanese 
Buddhism. 
Although Zen Buddhism has received the most attention in this regard, 
recent s加dies of Japan’s Prince Shotoku (574-622) are raising similar 
epistemological questions, a shift in focus that represents a substantive 
dep訂 ture from both a large body of hagiographic works and from 
previous critical studies of Shotoku. These earlier critiques of Shotoku 
have generally been informed by religious or philosophical convictions, or, 
in the post-World War I period, have focused on recovering the ’real' 
Shotoku by disproving the historicity of particular events or texts ascribed 
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to him. 
The studies I cite below, however, are expanding this field of critical 
vision by investigating the historical circumstances and ideologies that 
produced the cult of Shotoku, and by showing how intellectual and 
goveロunentelites have interpreted Shotoku to support their academic 
theories and political policies. Before discussing these studies, however, I 
will briefly review recent critiques of traditional Western and Japanese 
Buddhist scholarship, and will describe the development of the Shotoku 
cult. 
1. Post-Oriental Buddhist scholarship 
Edward Said’s Orientalism, published in 1978, helped induce the current 
movement toward greater epistemological and methodological reflection in 
North American Buddhist studiesl. Said writes that Orientalism is a mode 
of discourse-with a supporting vocabulary, scholarship, and institutional 
base-created by Western colonialists to gain physical and psychological 
control over the ’Orient' and its inhabitants2. This discourse created and 
pe中etuateda homogenized, hypostatized image of the racially, culturally, 
and intellectually inferior ’Oriental other', who was deemed incapable of 
representing himself. Said’s groundbreaking work has spuηed on a critical 
examination of the Orientalist legacy in Buddhist studies by creating an 
intellectual framework with which to better understand how dominant 
representations of Buddhism were influenced by the interests of a larger 
colonial project3. 
1 Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books, 1978) 
2 Said, p. 2 
3 There have been a number of critical responses to Said’s work from scholars of 
Buddhism. Bernard Faure claims that while Said has identified the negative and 
universalizing tendencies in Orientalist discourse, he fails to see the same 
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In response to Said’s work, a growing body of research in Buddhist 
studies has emerged that is self-consciously post-Orientalist. Curators of 
the Buddha: The Study of Buddhism Under Colonialism, for ex紅nple,
takes up Said’s arguments and applies them to sped白ccases in Buddhist 
studies4. This collection of essays reveals how Buddhist scholarship, under 
the influence of colonialism, has repeated wider Orientalist patterns: that 
is, Western scholars created a homogenized and hypostatized object 
’Buddhism', for which the ’Oriental' informant was judged incapable of 
speakings. As such, Western scholars were charged with the duty of 
recovering 'authentic Buddhism’from amidst the religion's ancient Sanskrit 
and Pali texts. In this way, these scholars gained control over the o句ect
they had created and became self-appointed curators of an antiquarian 
wisdom that lay dormant in a group of ’master texts’6. 
deficiencies in non-Western discourses. See Chan Insights and Oversights: An 
Epistemological Critique of the Chan Tradition(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1993), p. 5. Donald Lopez points out that S副 failedto take into account the 
complex series of exchanges between ’Orientalizer’and ’Orientalized’in which 
Asians themselves also acted as agents who could influence these interchanges. See 
’Introduction', Curators of the Buddha：刀ieStudy of Buddhism under Colonialism, ed 
Donald S. Lopez, Jr. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995), p. 12 
4 Curators of the Buddha: The Study of Buddhism w昨rColonialis叫 ed.Donald S. Lopez, 
Jr. (Chicago: University of Chicago Pres, 1995) 
s A si町ilarprocess occurred with the Buddha’s own biography目 RhysDavids and 
other scholars believed that the Buddhist communities of the ’Orient' were incapable 
of recovering an objective biography of the Buddha, and thus set out to do so 
themselves through textual exegesis. Through this process of appropriating the 
Buddha’s biography, these scholars were able to reinforce their claim to the origins 
of Buddhism. See Charles Hallisey，’Roads Taken and not Taken in the Study of 
Theravada Buddhism', Curators of the Buddha: The Study of Buddhism under 
Colonialism, ed. Donald S. Lopez, Jr. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995), 
pp. 37・8.
6 Philip Almond describes this process as’textualization' in which吐1eessence of 
Buddhism came to be seen as expressed not’out there’m the Orient, but in the 
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This search for an original and uncorrupted Buddhism among its 
canonical texts has been one of the defining characteristics of the field’s 
’classical paradigm’， which, Frank Re戸1oldswrites, 
places a strong emphasis on the study of texts and the intention of their 
presumed author; on the search for origins; on the primacy of the South 
Asian Sanskrit/Pali traditions; on the central importance of doctrines and 
scholastic systems; and on special attentiveness to the voices of monastic 
and social elites. Methodologically this traditional paradigm privileges a 
language centered philological approach, gives litle attention to the 
historical context and usage of texts, emphasizes the production of 
authoritative critical editions and translations，紅ldtends toward a 
positivistic view of historical methods and historical facts7. 
Reynold’s work is one among a growing body of studies that suggests 
new directions being taken by North American scholars of Buddhism in 
response to the intellectual shortcomings of scholarship produced under 
these twin legacies of colonialism and the classical paradigmB. This 
West through the control of Buddhism’s own textual past." Philip C. Almond，刀1e
British Discovery of Buddhism (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 1988), p. 3. Quoted in Hallisey, p. 37 
7 Frank Reynolds，℃oming of Age: Buddhist Studies in the United States from 1972 to 
1997’， Journal of the International Association of Buddhist Studies, 2/22 (1999), p. 462 
s See, for example, Jose Ignacio Cabezon，’Buddhist Studies as a Discipline and the 
Role of Theo可’， Journalof the International Association of Buddhist Studies, 18/2 (1995) 
See also, T. Griffith Foulk，’Issues in the Field of East Asian Buddhist Studies: An 
Extended Review of Sudden and Gradual: Approaches to Enlightenment in Chinese 
刀wught,ed. Peter N. Gregory’， Journal of the International Associati・onof Buddhist 
Studies, 16/1 (1993). See also, Louis Gomez，’Unspoken Paradigms: Meanderings 
through the Metaphors of a Field', JournalザtheInternational Association of Buddhist 
Studies, 18/2 (1995）目Seealso, Frank Reynolds，℃oming of Age: Buddhist Studies in 
the United States from 1972 to 1997’， JournalザtheInternational Association of Buddhist 
Studies, Vol. 22/2 (1999) 
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literature suggests that scholars are placing greater emphasis on the study 
of modem, vernacular languages in an effort to understand contemporary 
forms of Buddhism as d戸1amic,living traditions of equal scholarly value 
to ancient texts and their classical languages.百1erehas also been an 
effort to break free of the field’s traditional intellectual isolation and 
text四based po叫ivism by inco中orating into current scholarship the 
methods and theories of outside disciplines such as訂 chaeology,history, 
anthropology, and literary criticism9. 
Gregory Schopen, one of the most vocal critics of the classical 
paradigm, believes that the field’s textual bias has created a situation in 
which ’textuality overrides actuality’10，百1atis, texts serve as unreliable 
historical witnesses of lived Buddhism because they can be difficult to 
date, can undergo multiple edits, and are often meant to inculcate 
particular ideals among their readersll. In response to these deficiencies, 
Schopen has turned to the study of epigraphic data, and has produced 
results that challenge many widely accepted inte中retationsof Buddhisml2. 
Other scholars 訂 e examining the processes by which texts are 
9 For a discussion of these issues, se, for example, Peter Gregory’s ’Is Critical 
Buddhism Really Critical？’ Pruning the Bodhi Tree；刀1eStorm Over Critical Buddhism, 
eds. Jamie Hubbard and Paul L. Swanson (Hawaii: Hawaii University Press, 199η， 
pp. 286-97. 
10’Archaeology and Protestant Presuppositions in the Study of Indian Buddhism', 
Bones, Stones, and Buddhist Monks: Collected Papers on the Archaeology, Epigraphy, and 
Texts of Monastic Buddh1・smin India (Hawaii: University of Hawaii Press, 1997), p. 7.
1 Schopen, p. 1 
12 Schopen claims that despite the existence of rules prohibiting monks and nuns from 
possessing money, epigraphic data proves that a number of them actually did 
Monks who lived at Nagarjunikor:ic;la in south India may have minted their own 
coins, suggesting either state sanction or counterfeiting. Schopen complains that 
such evidence has often been ignored by Buddhist scholars, or, when it has been 
examined, it has been reinte中retedto fit preconceived ideas created from textual 
study. Schopen, pp. 3-9. 
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produced, transmitted, and used, and seek to understand how they are 
related to broader issues of religious authority, political power, and other 
social processes including literacy and changing conceptions of time and 
history13. 
These and other recent approaches are meant to recover the religion's 
underlying diversity and elided voices, reveal the rhetoric and ideologies 
that lie beneath common representations of Buddhism, and account for the 
influence of indigenous traditions and institutions in the process of 
assimilating Buddhism to locally specific cultural and religious patterns. 
2. Recent Critiques of Japanese Buddhism 
A number of recent Western studies紅echallenging commonly accepted 
inte中retationsof Japanese Buddhism and the methodologies and interests 
that have produced them. T. Griffith Foulk writes that although Western 
scholars of Japanese Buddhism are heavily indebted to the research and 
methods of their Japanese counterparts, there is a growing awareness that 
the latter's scholarship often reflects the interests of sectarian institutions, 
which are part of normative traditions with theological dimensionsl4. 
These interests have led Western scholars to focus on the history of 
Japanese Buddhist schools and lineages, or on the lives and thought of 
important白gureswithin these traditionslS.百usfocus has not only closed 
off other avenues of scholarly inquiry but it has also isolated these 
scholars from Sinology, Japanology, and religious studies. Foulk believes, 
however, that Western scholarship is now moving beyond its initial 
13 See Hallisey, pp. 31・61
14 Foulk, p. 108 
1s Bernard Faure writes that the narrative of Zen Buddhism first gained legitimacy as 
the study of pa仕iarchs,but notes that the ideological uses of this narrative have 
often been ignored. Faure, Chan Insight, p. 4. 
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apprenticeship and is beginning to articulate a new set of methods and 
interests16. 
This new direction is most conspicuous in the study of Zen Buddhism. 
Bernard Faure, Brian Victoria, Robert H. Sharf, and other scholars have 
challenged commonly held views of Zen that have become part of 
accepted Western academic discourse17. Sharf, for example, seeks to 
disabuse Western observers of a number of common misperceptions, 
including the view that Zen is a transhistorical , phenomenon that lies at 
the foundation of al religious experience, or that it is a teaching that 
eschews logic for the ’direct perception’of reality人 He also r司ects the 
notion that Zen has been the principal inspiration for expressions of the 
Japanese artistic spirit, including landscape painting, calligraphy, and 
g紅dendesi伊18.Sharf claims that these and many other images of Zen 
have been produced by the ’proselytizing’of ’Japanese apologists' like 
D.T. Suzuki whose inte中retationsof Zen were attempts to respond to 
attacks on Buddhism from Western culture and state-supported Shinto, 
and to the social and political dislocations associated with the Meiji 
restoration19. Sharf contends that these inte中retationswere also shaped by 
16 Foulk, pp. 102-110. 
17 See Brian Victoria, Zen at War (New York: Weatherhill, 1997）・ Seealso, for example, 
Bernard Fauτe, Chan Insights and Oversights；百1eRed百1read:Buddhist Approaches to 
S白川lity(Princeton: Princeton University Pres, 1998). See also Robert Sharf，’The 
Zen of Japanese Nぬonalism’， Curatorsof the Buddha：百1eStudy of Buddhism Under 
Colonialism, ed. Donald S. Lopez, Jr. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995) 
18 Sharf also claims that although Zen has been portrayed by its inte中retersas an 
antinomian and iconoclastic tradition that has abandoned ritualism, such views 
ignore the highly regimented and ritualistic practices of monastic Zen. He contends, 
’The koan geme, far from serving as a means to obviate reason, is a highly 
sophisticated form of scriptural exegesis: the manipulation or ’solution' of a 
particular koan traditionally demanded an extensive knowledge of canonical 
Buddhist doctrine and clasical Zen literature'. Sharf, p. 108. 
19 Sharf, p. 108. 
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n:iFzo吋inro叫 aracist theory explicating the unique qualities of the culturally 
homogeneous and spiritually superior Japanese20. The studies of Faure and 
Victoria have been equally critical in their attempts to demystify widely 
accepted understandings of Zen. Before exa口世linga similar process in the 
study of Prince Shotoku, I will briefly review the development of the 
Shotoku cult. 
3. Development of the Shotoku Cult 
The Nihonshoki (compiled in 720), the fi凶 ofthe Six National Histories, 
is a key text in the formation of the Shδtoku cult. This text recounts the 
founding legends and great白guresof Yamato, and describes an unbroken 
lineage of sovereigns that begins with Amaterasu, the Sun Goddess.百世s
lineage is traced through the descent of the Heave吋y Grandson, 
Ninigi-no-mikoto, to the line of human sovereigns, which includes Prince 
Shotoku’s grandfather, father, and aunt21. 
The text also recounts the transmission of Buddhism from Paekche to 
Yamato in the mid-sixth century and the subsequent battle fought by the 
Soga (Shotoku’s kinship group and the principal supporters of Buddhism) 
and Mononobe over its acceptance22. The Nihonshoki ascribes to Shotoku a 
20 He also writes’Suzuki ・ ・ placed his reading of Buddhist his toηand exegesis in 
the interests of the most specious form of nihonjinron. Sharf, p. 127. 
21 Prince Shotoku was the grandson of Emperor Kimmei (r. 539・571),son of Emperor 
Yomei (r. 585司587),and nephew of Empress Suiko (r目 592-628)
2 Two dates are offered for the oficial transmission of Buddhism to Yamato from 
Paekche.百1eGang可igaran engi narabi ruki shizaichσrecords 538 as the date of its 
transmission, while the Nihonshoki lists 552. For a translation of the Gang可igaran, 
see Miwa Stevenson，’The Founding of the Monaste町 Gangojiand a List of Its 
Treasure', Religions of Japan in Practice, ed. George J. Tanabe, Jr. (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1999), pp. 299-315. For a translation of the Nihonshoki, se W.G 
Aston, Nihongi: Chronicles of Japan from the Earliest Times to A.O. 69 (Rutland VT: 
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pivotal role in Buddhism's eventual victory and subsequent efflorescence, 
as it was he who, facing defeat on the battlefield, called upon the Four 
Heavenly Kings to grant victory to his forces. The Soga triumph helped 
solidi今 itspolitical power base and thus ensured widespread support of 
Buddhism. 
Shotoku is also depicted as a devout practitioner and generous patron 
of Buddhism who donated land to the samgha and funded the 
construction of temples23. His keen intellectual interest and understanding 
of Buddhist doctrine, honed under the instruction of continental tutors, 
led to lectures at court on the SrtmaladevJsimhanada- and Lotus-satras, 
lectures thought to constitute the basis for two of the three Buddhist 
commentaries later attributed to him (these texts are known collectively as 
the Sangy~gisho-Commentaries on the Three Sotras)24. 
百le Nihonshoki also describes Shotoku as a shining 白gure in the 
imperial line who, after his appointment to crown prince and regent in 
593, played a leading role in the Yamato goveロunentuntil his death in 
622. During this thirty year period, Shotoku is credited with composing 
the 17-Article Constitution, instituting a system of twelve ranks to 
distinguish court functionaries, and promoting diplomatic, religious, and 
cultural contacts with the continent. 
Subsequent texts, rituals, and art work, many drawing on the 
Nihonshoki' s accounts, embellished these images of Shotoku as father of 
Japanese Buddhism, sage ruler, and cul加rehero, thereby giving shape to 
Charles E. Tutle, 1972). 
23 This included Shitenn司i(Temple of the Four Heavenly Kings), which was built to 
commemorate the Soga victo町
24 The three commentaries are the Shomangy~gishδ （Commentary on the 
Srtmalad四万imhanada-sotra),the Hokke-gisho (Commentary on the Lotus Satra), and the 
Yuimagy~gisho (Commentary on the VimalakJrtinirdes匁－sロtra）.百1eNihonshoki mentions 
Shotoku’s lectures on the SrtmaladevJsimhanada-and the Lotus刊 tra,but not on the 
VimalakJrtinirda血－satra.
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出1dtr白百貨世ttinga Shotoku cult and discourse. These texts include the 
histories of temples associated with ・shotok叫 suchas Horyuji and Gangoji, 
and a number of Shotoku-biographies, such as the fσ~a Shotoku hσσ 
teisetsu25. There is also a wealth of non-textual material that includes 
statues, inscriptions, mal)dalas, and illustrated biographies (eden)26, some of 
which are believed to date from soon after Shotoku' s death. Among these 
works, the remains of a set of embroidered curtains called the Tenjukoku 
m町JCjalaare thought to be among the earliest.官官 Shotokucult was also 
transmitted by the performance of rituals at Hory吋iand other temples, 
and through the inte中retiveaccounts of the illustrated biographies given 
by monks to lay believers. 
The Shotoku cult was also reinforced through a body of auspicious 
omens, predictions, and supernatural events recorded in these sources. It 
is said that Shotoku could speak at birth, and, at the age of two, faced 
the east and chanted ’hail to the Buddha'. Shotoku was believed to 
possess the gift of clairvoyance and the Solomon like ability to listen 
simultaneously to the claims of ten men and produce a sagacious 
judgment for each. As the cult developed, moreover, Shδtoku came to be 
identified as the emanation of important Buddhist figures including 
25百1eJc習aShδtoku hδ teisetsu contains information on Shotoku’s family, political 
activities, and promotion of Buddhism. It credits him with instituting the system of 
twelve cap ranks, building Buddhist temples, lecturing on the SnmaladeVJsimhanadα－ 
satra, and composing the Sangyo-gisho.百1etext also recounts Shotoku's ability to 
listen simultaneously to the claims of eight men (not the ten of the Nihonshoki), and 
the appearance of a golden figure in a dream to explicate for Shotoku the me但1ing
of difficult passages in a Buddhist text. William E. Deal has translated passages 
from the Nihonshoki and th Shotoku Taishi hσ teisetsu. See’Hagiography and 
History：百1eImage of Prince Shotoku’， Religions of Japan in Practice, ed. George J 
Tanabe, Jr. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999), pp. 316-333 
26 These scrols, which depict aspects of Prince Shδtoku' s life, are housed in a number 
of Japanese temples. 
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Buddha, Maitreya, and A valokitesvara, as well as the reincarnation of 
Queen Srrmala and the Chinese T'ien-t’ai master Hui-ssu27. Shotoku 
allegedly manifested himself in these and other forms, to provide 
inspiration and spiri加alguidance to his followers, including Shinran, the 
founder of the True Pure Land school28. 
九fodernCritical Studies of Prince Shotoku 
In the modem period29, there has been a massive outpouring of 
27 Queen Snmala is the protago凶stof the Sr1maladev1simhanada-satra, the root text of 
the Shσrnangyo-gisho. 
28 Shotoku, as A valokitesvara, appeared to Shinran in a dream during the later’s 
one-hundred day retreat at Rokkakudo temple. The content of the dream is 
recorded as follows・ 
Because, due to the retribution of past karma, 
[you], the practitioner，訂einvolved in sex, 
I will manifest myself as a jade woman so that you can possess me. 
I will adorn your life, and at the moment of death, 
I will guide you to the land of ultimate happiness. 
Quoted in Bernard Faure，刀ieRed Thread, p. 122. 
29 Sakamoto Taro divides Shotoku studies into three periods: (1) the Middle Ages 
through the Edo period; (2) the Meiji period to the end of World War I; and (3) 
post World War I. According to Sakamoto, Shotoku studies of the first period 
were generally hagiographic works produced by monks, although there were a 
number of Confucian critiques. The second period was characterized by works that 
generally accepted Shotoku' s image as a great leader and Buddhist figure. In the 
third period, based on uncertainties over the Nihonshoki, critical studies of Prince 
Shotoku grew in number. See Matsuda Kazuaki，’The History of Prince Shotoku 
Research', Shσtoku Taishi jiten, ed. Ishida Hisatoyo (Tokyo: Kashiwa Shobo, 1997), pp. 
467-481. Since the Meiji period, there has been a large output of scholarly work on 
Prince Shotoku. These studies can be classified into the following general categories: 
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scholarly and popular studies of Shotoku that continues to the present 
day30. The 1,300th anniversary of the prom凶gation of the 17孔rticle
Constitution in 1903, and the 1,300th anniversary of Shotoku’s death in 
1921 heightened interest in Shotoku, as did the Japanese military 
goveロunent’s appropriation of Shotoku's image during World War I. 
During this period, there were few scholarly critiques of Shotoku as most 
studies lauded his many virtues and accomplishrnents31. In the more open 
intellectual environment of the post-war period, however, a number of 
scholars began challenging the texts, ideas, and figures that had been held 
inviolate under imperial orthodoxy. 
官官 historianTsuda Sokichi, jailed for his views during the war, was 
instrumental in begim也市 aprocess of exposing the inaccuracies in the 
ancient historical records. In his work, Tsuda challenged the Nihonshoki’s 
Prince Shotoku's thought; texts (translations, critical editions, and exegesis); the 
Shotoku cult; art work; temple studies; politics and economics; sectarian studies 
(particularly True Pure Land); biographies; fam丑yrelations; Prince Shotoku and 
Japanese culture; international activities; topical collections such as the Shomangyo-
gisho ronsho (Kyoto; Heirakuji Shoten, 1965); Prince Shotoku and the Nihonshoki (or 
other such texts); and dictionaries. See Shσtoku Taishi jiten, ed. Ishida Hisatoyo 
(Tokyo: Kashiwa Shobo, 199η，pp. 10-65, for a detailed bibliography of Shotoku 
studies. 
30 In the last year, new material continues to appear and includes Takehiko 
Yoshimura's Shotoku Taishi (Tokyo: lwanarni Shoten, 2002), and NHK's three-hour 
television dramatization of Shotoku's life titled ’Shotoku Taishi’， which aired in 
November, 2001. 
31 Confucian, Shinto, and nativist (kokugaku) thinkers have attacked Prince Shotoku at 
various times for his perceived role in the propagation of Buddhism. Some have 
sought to uncover a sinister side to him, cl創立lingthat it was Shotoku, not Soga 
Umako, who assassinated Emperor Sushun. For a brief discussion of some of these 
criticisms, see Kirnio Ito，’The Invention of Wa and the Transformation of the Image 
of Prince Shotoku in Modem Japan' Mirror of ModerniかInventedTraditions of Modern 
Japan, ed. Stephen Vlastos (Berkeley : University of California Press, 1998), pp. 41-2. 
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accounts of Prince Shotoku, including Shotoku' s alleged lectures on the 
SrJmaladev1sim財閥均ー and the Lo初s-satras, and thus rejected Shδtoku’s 
authorship of the texts allegedly based on them32. Subsequent studies 
have cast further doubts on Shotoku' s authorship of the Sangyo-gisho, a 
position known as the ’false-composition-hypothesis'33, These efforts 訂e
part of a larger group of critical studies that have tried to reconstruct the 
’authentic' Shotoku by culling historically accurate accounts from 
hagiographic accretions, often relying on textual analysis to disprove the 
veracity of particul訂 claimsreg訂dingShotoku’s thought and deeds34. 
百1erecent work of Seiichi Ohyama has taken this search for the ’real' 
Prince Shotoku to its logical extreme35.百1atis, Ohyama asserts that there 
is no reliable evidence indicating the existence of ’Prince Shotoku' prior to 
the compilation of the Nihonshoki, and claims that the prince was the 
fabrication of the politician F吋iw訂aFuhito (659-720) and the monk D司i
32 Tsuda Sδkichi, Nihon jodai no kenky (Tokyo: lwanarni Shoten, 1930) andNihon koten 
no h内（Tokyo:lwanarni Shoten, 1950) 
3 There are a number of studies that addres the issue of Shotoku’s authorship. Some 
of these works take up one of the three texts, while others address the collection as 
a whole. See, for example, Fujieda Akira, Shσmangyo-gisho', in Nihon shisσtaikei: 
Shδtoku Taishisho (Tokyo: lwanarni Shoten, 1975), pp. 484・544,and ’Hokucho ni 
okeru Shσmangyσno denshゲ， Tdzogakuhσ，40(March 196η. See also, Koizumi E吋un,
’Tonka Shoman-gisho ho句i’，ShσtokuTaishi k印刷5(1970). See also, Ogura Toyofumi, 
Sangyo-gisho jogu osen ni kansuru gigi', Shσtoku Taishi to Asuka bukkyo, ed. Tamura 
Encho and Kawagishi Kokyo (Tokyo: Yoshikawa k油田'lkan,1985). See also F凶 li
k司m 'Sangyo-gisho no seiritsu o utagau’， lndogaku Bukkyσigaku kenkya 4/2 (1956) 
34 Michael Como writes ’These works can in general be characterized by their concern 
with issues of textual dating and verification along with a hermeneutic of retrieval 
which seeks to uncover the life and thought of Prince Karnimiya'. Sila Immigrants 
and the Early Shotoku Cult: Ritual and the Poetics of Power in Early Yamato(Ph.D. 
dissertation, Stanford University, 2000), p. 16. 
35 See Ohyama Seichi, Shσtoku Taishi no tanjσ（Tokyo: Yoshikawa k他国lkan,1999) and 
Nagayaσmokkan to kinsekibun (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobunkan, 1998）・
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(d. 744), who composed sections of the Nihonshoki that portray Shotoku 
as a Buddhist. 
Ohyama roundly criticizes other Shotoku scholars for failing to free 
themselves from the ’spell’of Shotoku hagiography and for not making 
the critical distinction between the fabricated images of Prince Shδtoku 
and the historical figure Umayado (One of Shotoku's given names)36. 
Ohyama takes this distinction as the crucial point of entry for continued 
rese訂chinto Shotoku, and thus his work focuses on separating historically 
reliable material from devotional fancy. 
Although Ohyama’s work is an extension of the text critical methods of 
previous studies, it also represents an important challenge to accepted 
scholarship because of its cal to establish greater critical distance from 
Shotoku hagiography, and because of its concern for investigating the 
religious interests and political ideologies that helped to create the figure 
of Prince Shotoku. 
百1ework of the Japanese scholars Matsumoto Shiro and Hakamaya 
Noriaki, the principal exponents of so-called Critical Buddhism, represents 
another si伊ificantchallenge to the legacy of Prince Shotoku that comes 
from within Japan.官官sescholars have g出nedattention for their direct 
attacks on a wide range of topics associated with Japanese Buddhism37, 
36 Ohyama accepts the existence of a historical figure Umayado, but contends very 
litle information about him can be verified. Ohyama accepts only the following 
information to be仕ue.Umayado (his given name) was the son of Emperor Yomei, 
and was a member of the Soga line through his maternal grandmother. His date of 
birth was 574, but his date of death is山1certain.Umayado built and lived in the 
Ik訂ugapalace starting in 601. He also built Ik訂ugatemple nearby. Ohyama also 
accepts the dates of the murder of Umayado’s son, Yamashiro-no-oe-no-o (643) and 
of the fire that destroyed Ikaruga temple (670). See Ohyama, Shσtoku Taishi no tanjσ， 
pp. 7・8
37 They have also harshly criticized a number of other targets, including the work of 
well岨knownscholars of Japanese Buddhism and culture, the imperial institution, the 
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including two ideas closely associated with Shδtoku：’h訂 mony’（山a)and 
the’thought of original enlightenment' (ho句。kushis司38.
Rather than offering a direct, sustained critique of Shδtoku scholarship, 
however, Hakamaya and Matsumoto have tried to expose how ideas 
associated with him have corrupted Japanese Buddhism and culture, and 
have been used as ideological tools by goveロrmentaland intellectual elites 
to restrict critical thought. Hakamaya contends that wa is a ".. repressive 
principle wielded by the powerful to maintain the status quo and social 
order, and to restrict criticism・・ The 切 promotedsince the time of 
Prince Shotoku and his famous 17-Article Constitution is not a Buddhist 
virtue. れTa is an enemy of Buddhism and an enemy of true peace. 
Buddhists should not give in to a compro凶 singand mushy ’tolerance' 
that uncritically accepts al things as’equal’．吋9
Hongaku shisσis faulted for promoting a form of non-dualistic thinking 
that denies causality and therefore ’does not allow for the existence of an 
Other, since al things 訂e considered to arise from the single, 
undifferentiated primordial dhatu or locus, and that it is thus rendered 
Kyoto School of philosophy, and Zen Buddhism 
38 Hongaku shisσis associated with other Buddhist doctrines including Tathagatagarbha 
and Buddha nature. The Critical Buddhists contend that these訂e’essentialist’
doctrines that contravene the Buddhist teachings of emptiness and non self. 
Tathagatagarbha is one of the main themes of the Shσmangyo-gisho, while wa is the 
topic of Article I ofthe 17-Article Constitution. Article I states：’Value harmony and 
follow the principle of nonopposition. All people have factional interests and few 
訂ewise. Therefore, some do not follow their ruler and their father, while others are 
at odds with the neighboring village. However, when the superior is harmonious 
and the inferior is congenial, and when there is agreement in the discussion of 
different matters, then understanding wil naturally occur and no matters wil 
remain unfinished'. Quoted in William Deal, p. 324 
39 Paul Swanson, ’Why They Say Zen Is Not Buddhism: Recent Japanese Critiques of 
Buddha-Nature', Pruning the Bodhi Tre: The Storm Over Critical Buddhism, eds. Jamie 
Hubbard and Paul L. Swanson (Hawaii: Hawaii University Press, 199η，p. 17. 
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epistemologically and ethically incapable of dealing with the complex 
manifestations of otherness that force concrete ethical choices’40. Hakamaya 
and Matsumoto contend that hongaku shisδ，despite claims that it promotes 
an all-embracing equality, is an inherently repressive, atman-like doctrine 
that has been used to support militarism and theories of Japanese racial 
uniqueness (nihonjinron), and which lies at the root of a host of Japanese 
social ils, including discrimination against women, the burakumin, and 
Koreans. 
Although their work has occasioned harsh attacks41, it has also raised 
important epistemological issues that have stimulated a number of recent 
studies attempting to clari命 therelationships that exist among Japanese 
Buddhist thought, racial attitudes, and the imperial legacy42. In this 
regard, their work is also si伊ificantbecause it tries to explain, from 
40 Steven Heine，’Critical Buddhism and Dogen’s Shobogenzo: The Debate over the 
75・fascicleand 12・fascicleTexts', Pruning the Bodhi Tre: The Stonn Over Critical 
Buddhism, eds. Jamie Hubbard and Paul L. Swanson (Hawaii: Hawaii University 
Press, 1997), pp. 256・57
41 A number of scholars reject the claim that hongaku thought is inherently repressive, 
and others point out that in their search for ’true' Buddhism, the Critical Buddhists 
may be recreating the same type of esentialist and authoritarian discourse that they 
attack as hongaku shisσ. Jacqueline Stone ofers an extended discussion of a number 
of these criticisms in her review of Pruning the Bodhi Tree，’Some Reflections on 
Critical Buddhism', J，中aneseJournal of Religious Studies, 26/1 2 (1999), pp. 159・188.
Salie King contends that the seemingly’esentialist' language that appears 
throughout Buddha-nature texts is a soteriological device meant to encourage 
practitioners. See ’The Doctrine of Buddha-Nature Is Impeccably Buddhist', Pruning 
the Bodhi Tree：刀1eStom1 Over Critical Buddhism, eds. Jamie Hubbard and Paul L 
Swanson (Hawaii: Hawaii U凶versityPres, 199η，pp. 174-192 
42 For works in English on Critical Buddhism, see Pruning the Bodhi Tree；ηze Storm 
Over Critical Buddhism, eds. Jamie Hubbard and Paul L. Swanson (Hawaii: Hawaii 
University Press, 199η. This collection of essays includes works by Hakamaya and 
Matsumoto that have been translated from Japanese. 
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within the tradition, how established theories and dominant 
representations of Japanese Buddhist traditions and culture have been 
used for rhetorical and ideological pu中oses.
百1ereis also a growing body of work on Shotoku in English that is 
offering new angles of critical vision with which to understand the 
construction of the Shotoku cult and the particular confluence of interests 
and theories that have perpetuated images of him as father of Japanese 
Buddhism and culture. 
In one recent study, Michael Como investigates the roles played by 
immigrant kinship groups from the Korean pe凶ns叫ain the construction 
of the early Shotoku cult43. Como argues that the knowledge, skils, and 
myths of these groups were instrumental not only in the construction of 
the Shotoku cult and the spread of Buddhism in Yamato but also in the 
development of a broad range of religious and cultural institutions and 
ideas, including the myths and rites of the Imperial House44. Como 
writes, for example, that the Nihonshoki’s account of the founding of 
Shitenn司i(in which Prince Shδtoku leads his forces to victory after 
praying to the Four Heavenly Kings) is modeled on Silla's founding 
legend of the Sachonwangsa （’Four Heavenly Kings') temple45. 
Como believes that most previous studies of Shotoku ’have 
methodological flaws related to deeply held assumptions about Japanese 
national identity and the role of Prince Shotoku as an icon of Japanese 
cultural uniqueness’， and he, like Seiichi Ohyama, fa叫tsthese studies for 
failing to distinguish Shotoku from his antecedents in an indeterminate 
historical figure46.官官sesentiments, in co吋unctionwith entrenched images 
43 Michael Como, Sila Immigrants and the Early Shσtoku Cult: Ritual and the Poetics of 
Power in Early Yamato(Ph.D. dissertation, Stanford University, 2000) 
44 Como, p. 27. 
45 Como, pp. 64・5.
46 Como, p. 23. 
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of Shotoku as a Buddhist, have prevented Japanese scholars from 
investigating the roles played by these immigrant groups in the 
development of the early Shotoku cult47. But Como also faults Japanese 
and Korean scholars for failing to break free from anachronisms of 
modem national identities in their studies of Shotoku and the Asuka 
period. He writes that in its early stages the Shotoku cult was probably a 
disputed cultural symbol centered not on a Japan-Korea divide, but along 
ethnic lines between immigrants from the kingdoms of Paekche and 
Silla48. 
Como believes that despite the great efforts that have been made to 
recover the life and thought of the ’authentic' Shotoku, the results have 
been disappointing49. He suggests, however, that by recognizing the 
influence of these immigrant groups from the Korean peninsula in the 
construction of the Shotoku cult, and by viewing Shotoku as’m emblem 
for the process of cultural transformation', promising new angles of 
47 Como distinguishes these figures by referring to the former as Prince Shotoku and 
the later as Kamimiya, one of the names by which he was known during his 
lifetime. Como, p. 12. 
48 Como states that any su中rise over this division 、hould alert us to a 
methodological anachronism that has up until now dominated scholarship on the 
period.百1isanachronism, stated baldly, occurs when the actors of the period are 
portrayed as either’Japanぱ or’Koreans'. This framework has obscured the fact that 
notions of ’Japanese' or’Korean’identity were only beginning to emerge during this 
period, and that it took several centuries for them to emerge fuly. Worse, this 
anachronism has led to endless wrangling among Japanese and Korean scholars 
because it has become implicated in nationalist discourses in both countries. One 
suspects that Japanese scholars have often blurred the distinctions between 
immigrant groups because it is felt that the iロunigrants most important 
characteristics is that they were al ’foreign'. One also suspects that Korean scholars, 
similarly, have acceded to this, the. beter to point out the enormity of the ’Korean' 
contributions to Japanese culture." Como, pp. 45・46.
49 Como, p. 25. 
了
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critical vision will open up on the political and religious dynamics of the 
Asuka and Nara periodsSO. 
Maria del Rosario Pradel' s recent study which reconstructs the 
iconography and historical development of the Tenjukoku Shachσmal)cjala 
also contributes to our understanding of the early Shotoku cult51. This 
piece is a set of two embroidered curtains thought to have been 
commissioned after Shδtoku’s death by Empress Suiko upon the request 
of Princess Tachibana, Shotoku’s fourth wife. The embroideries were 
meant to depict the afterworld in which Prince Shotoku had been reborn. 
Like Michael Como, Pradel argues that a fixation on Shotoku’s image as a 
Buddhist has led Japanese scholars to ignore compelling evidence that 
contradicts it52, and has forced them to employ anachronistic materials 
and contorted reasoning to support their theories. She claims that 
although non-Buddhist motifs dominate the work and the term Te吋ukoku
does not appear in Buddhist texts53, Japanese scholars have紅 guedthat 
Te吋ukokuis a Buddhist paradise in which Shδtoku was reborn (she lists 
six possible Pure Lands). Among these alternatives, the Pure Land of 
Arnida has been the most popul訂 candidatedespite the lack of evidence 
that an Arnida cult existed in the Asuka period日.Pradel concludes that 
so Como, pp. 24-5. 
s1 The Fragments of the Tenjuk伽 Sha1何 Mandara:Reconstruction of the Iconography and 
the Historical Contexts (Ph.D. dissertation, UCLA, 1997) 
s2 Pradel implies in her work the existence of other potential sources of bias, writing 
that many Japanese studies on the topic contain pejorative statements about Koreans 
and about women. Pradel, p.6. 
53 Pradel notes that in the work there are Buddhist monks who appear engaged in 
ritual activities, and that there is also a figure emerging from a five petal lotus, an 
important icon in the maodala of Amida’S Pure Land. Pradel, pp.72・3.
54 She notes, for example, that some scholars claim that the first character天
（’heaven’） is ac如aly元， thesimplぜiedcharacter of無（’nothing’）.Thus，天寿国
（’Tenjukoku') represents無量寿国（＇Muryojukoku'),the land of Amitayus, the 
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when the work’s motifs are analyzed within the broader framework of the 
pan East Asian cultural sphere, it appears likely that the embroideries 
reflect pre-Buddhist burial practices, and thus she hypothesizes that 
Shotoku was buried according to the pre-existing funerary rituals of the 
Kofun period55. 
In another recent study, ItδKimio examines how Japanese cultural and 
nationalist impulses have led to modem reappropriations of Shotoku and 
the concept of wa. In his work, Ito uses Hobsbawm and Ranger's concept 
of ’invented traditions' to訂 guethat wa, often construed in modem Japan 
as 'a ubiquitous sigrせ白erof Japanese collectivism' from the ancient past, 
is, in fact, a recent invention56. Ito asserts that beginning in the early 
1900s, governmental and scholarly elites co-opted and reinte中retedimages 
of Prince Shotoku and wa over short intervals to help凹litethe country 
by inculcating a national consciousness. During this process, Shotoku’s role 
as father of Japanese Buddhism was diminished, while images of him as 
a strong political leader and staunch supporter of both the imperial 
system and the Shinto religion were underscored. 
Ito writes that although wa was not singled out for special attention in 
history textbooks from the early 1900s, over time it was reinterpreted to 
fit a shifting set of ideological and national priorities. For example, as w訂
approached in the 1930s, wαbecame the ’basis of national consciousness 
and took on the ideological function of state integration’under the 
Buddha of Immeasurable Life. Pradel, pp.63-76. 
5 Pradel also writes that Buddhist funera町 practicesspread very slowly in Yamato, 
and that Prince Shotoku was buried in a funerary mound目 EmpressJito (d.702) was 
the first Yamato sovereign to be cremated in accordance with Buddhist funerary 
ritual. Pradel, pp.189-191. 
56 Ito, p. 37. The concept of ’invented traditions', the title and subject of Eric 
Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger's The Invention of Tradition, reveals how traditions of 
apparent antiq凶tyare often no more than ’forgeries' of the recent past. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1983) 
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emperor57. With the end of the war, however, wa was oncP 
d:> unce again recast, 
this time as a principle of harmonious group cooperation, the sense by 
which it is understood today. Itδconcludes that’官官 artificialityof this 
invention is pointed up by its variability: not only was Prince Shotoku's 
reputation revised profoundly during Japan's modem period, but both the 
definition of 切 and its place in the Constitution fluctuated wildly, 
depending on the ideological needs of the moment’58. 
In this concluding section, I will briefly introduce the direction of my 
own preliminary work on the Shamangy<'}gisho, one of the three Buddhist 
commentaries attributed to Shotoku. To date, the large number of studies 
on this teχt produced by Japanese scholars have been translations, critical 
editions, and exegetical works (characteristics of the classical paradi伊ぜs
emphasis on textual study）・ Manyof these studies have been concerned 
with recovering the ’authentic' Shotoku by determining whether Shotoku 
authored the text, an approach that includes analyzing the text’s structure, 
style, and calligraphy, and identifying the so-called ’original text’（a term 
that appears in both the Shσmangyo-gisho and the Hokke-gisho）・Hanayama
S凶山， Kan司iIsamu, and other well-known scholars have w出ten
extensively in support of the claim that Prince Shotoku composed the 
Shδmangyひgishoand the two other commentaries (a position referred to as 
the ’true composition hypothesis')59, while Tsuda Sokichi, F吋iedaAkira, 
Koizumi E吋叫 OguraToyofumi, Fukui k司un,and others have r司ected
this claim. 
Although these studies have created a large body of detailed 
philological data, they have generally ignored how the text has been 
57 Ito, p. 45. 
58 Ito, p. 47. 
59 See Hanayama Shinsho, Shσmangyrrgisho lσ1gaosen ni kansuru kenkya(Tokyo: Iwanami 
Shoten, 19岨）・ Seealso Kanaji Isamu, Sh初wn邸付ishono shisσteki kenkya (Tokyo. 
Sankibo Busshorin, 1971) 
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transmitted and used, and have failed to make connections between the 
text and an evolving set of religious beliefs and institutions, social 
processes, and political relationships. To better understand these 
relationships, my own study will investigate the role played by the text 
in creating and transmitting a Shotoku discourse within the larger context 
of ’inventing’m authoritative indigenous Buddhist tradition. 
To conclude, the白gureof Prince Shotoku is an illuminating point of 
entry, much like Zen, into the complex processes by which knowledge of 
Japanese religion and culture has been constructed, transmitted, and 
constrained. Bernard Faure writes，’The historical narrative tends to 
reproduce the homogenizing effects of the traditional account by 
reinforcing its line訂ityeven when it would seem to question its content. 
As a result, the heterogeneity or multivocality of the tradition-its 
tensions and divergences-is silenced. Even when they claim to be critical, 
scholarly writings about tradition tum out to be in league with the 
tradition they describe. To avoid condoning this ideological connivance, 
and to allow the repressed areas of Chan discourse to reemerge, these 
writings must themselves become multivocal and nonlinear, aware of the 
powerful effects of their own rhetoricity60’． 
百lecritical studies I have cited challenge the ’ideological connivance' 
that has created the traditional account of Prince Shotoku, and seek to 
recover in some way the multiple voices and diversity of this tradition. 
The work of Kimio Ito, for example, points up the artificiality and 
variability of modem reinventions of Shotoku, while Michael Como’s 
study seeks to recover the ethnic and religious heterogeneity of the early 
Shotoku cult that lies hidden beneath the traditional account. Como’s 
work also brings into the light a fundamental tension that exists between 
Japanese self representation and what Marilyn Ivy refers to as its ’alien 
60 Faure, Chan Insight, p. 10. 
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interiority.61' That is, while Shotoku stands as a quintessential 
representative of the indigenous self, he may also stand, paradoxically, as 
a figure forged from the myths and efforts of immigrants from the 
Korean peninsula, Japan's modem ’denigrated other'. 
61 She writes，”Although the emperor may be seen as the very epitome of the Japanese 
’thing' in that he appears to embody the unbroken transmission of Japanese culture, 
there is much evidence to show that the line of emperors originally in Korea-
Japan’s colonized, denigrated national other-and various features of emperorship 
as an institution lead back to China. To show how the most authoritative interior 
sign of native Japaneseness is originally foreign points to an essential alienation at 
the national-cultural core. While the emperor may merely be the most spectacular 
and at the same time most banal example of this alien interiority, the entire national 
-cultural fantasy of Japan-indeed of any nation must form around such foreign 
iritants. Furthermore, it is no accident that Korea constituted Japan’s premier 
colony during its imperialist stage.”Marilyn Ivy, Discourses of the Vanishing(Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1995), p. 24
